Information meeting

Project applications to the Marianne and Marcus Wallenberg Foundation (MMW) and the Marcus and Amalia Wallenberg Foundation (MAW)

October 7, 13.15–15.00, Pangea lecture hall (room 229, 2nd floor), Geocentrum II, Sölvegatan 12, Lund

Arranged by LU Research Services

The meeting will be held in English

AGENDA

13.15–13.20  Welcome

13.20–13.35  Introduction and purpose with MMW & MAW project funding

13.35–13.55  The internal Lund University process for project applications

13.55–14.35  Writing a project application to MMW & MAW – a PI’s perspective

Mikael Roll, Center for Languages and Literature. MAW 2014 and 2018 grantee with the projects “The language melody game (LMG): Learning Swedish word accents using IT and digital media” and “The cortical hierarchy of native phonological proficiency”, respectively

Maria Hedlund, Department of Political Science. MMW 2018 grantee with the project “How will different forwardlooking distributions of responsibility affect the long-term development of Artificial Intelligence?”

14.35–14.45  Concluding remarks

14.45–15.00  Questions and discussion

Please register here no later than October 1 2019.

Welcome!